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In the hydraulic loading system, the performance of digital relief valve plays an important role in the dynamic response of load.
However, the research on large-flow emulsion relief valve is still far from perfect. In this paper, digital relief valve is taken as the
research object. Based on pilot-operated relief valve, a digital control scheme using a linear stepping motor is adopted to regulate
the working pressure of relief valve. -e structure of relief valve is analyzed and optimized from the aspects of dynamic and
internal flow field characteristics to obtain a good working performance. To obtain its accurate working characteristic, the
structural model and digital control system of relief valve are established by AMESim and Simulink, respectively, for elec-
trohydraulic cosimulation. -e results show that digital relief valve has a better characteristic of real-time dynamic pressure
regulation. -erefore, the digital control system could improve the dynamic performance of relief valve, and the design of digital
relief valve structure is reasonable and feasible. -e simulation method employed in this paper provides a better theoretical basis
and reference for the comprehensive research of digital large-flow emulsion relief valves based on the hydraulic loading system.

1. Introduction

In the hydraulic loading system, the power to weight ratio of
the hydraulic components is large, the rigidity of antiload is
large, the response of the system is fast, and the adaptability
is good. -erefore, the hydraulic loading system applied to
the loading system of product performance test-bed is
particularly obvious, especially in the medium- and high-
power transmission system [1, 2]. -e principle of the hy-
draulic loading system is to transform mechanical energy of
the tested transmission system into hydraulic energy to
realize passive loading. -e adjustment of loading is carried
out by digital relief valve; therefore, the performance of
digital relief valve plays a key role in the dynamic response
characteristics of the load. Pilot-operated relief valve is the
main structure of the digital relief valve, and so its char-
acteristics have a significant effect on the performance of
digital relief valve. Many scholars have done a lot of research

on the characteristic analysis of relief valve by theoretical and
test studies. Franc used both analytical and numerical ap-
proaches to design a two-stage pressure-relief valve and
tested its performance, and it was found that it is appropriate
for use in a water-hydraulics system [3]. Ma et al. investi-
gated the dynamic instability characteristic of pressure relief
valve by the experimental research that was performed by
considering the influence factors of flow rate, set pressure,
and inlet pipe length [4]. Cheng proposed the recommended
range of the pilot valve flow when the design of the main
valve was opened through the valve and the data fitting
analysis based on a certain type of relief valve [5]. However,
the theoretical analysis results may deviate greatly from the
actual results; therefore theoretical and simulation studies
have been carried out to analyze more accurately the static
and dynamic characteristics of the pilot relief valve. Das-
gupta et al. studied the dynamics of a pilot-operated pressure
relief valve and a proportional-controlled-piloted relief valve
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using the bond graph simulation technique. -e critical
design parameters with a significant effect on the transient
response of the system were identified [6, 7]. Shu-jun et al.
established the dynamic model of PWM digital proportional
relief valve for vehicle power shift, carrying out the simu-
lation calculation with MSC EASY5, and identified the
optimal damping hole parameters [8]. Some scholars ana-
lyzed the dynamic characteristics of the pilot-operated relief
valve by theoretical method and Simulink simulation [9–14].
Moreover, some scholars analyzed the dynamic character-
istics of the pilot-operated relief valve by the theoretical
method and AMESim simulation [15–19]. Qing-liang Zeng
et al. used AMESim and Simulink to analyze dynamic
characteristics of the digital large flow emulsion relief valve,
respectively [20]. -e research on relief valve has mainly
focused on the design of the working principle and the
simulation analysis of dynamic characteristics based on
mathematical model. However, few literature studies are
found on the research of electrohydraulic cosimulation of
the dynamic response characteristics of digital relief valve.

-e flow field simulation research of relief valve mostly
focuses on the simulation analysis of local structure flow
field, most of which focuses on the two-dimensional steady-
state simulation of main valve or pilot valve port [21–23].
Tian et al. designed the structure of a digital pressure relief
valve of water-based hydraulic. -e difference in the valve
element cavity volume and roundedness of water pressure
relief valve’s cavitation flow field were simulated and ana-
lyzed [24]. Yuan et al. modeled and analyzed a pilot relief
valve and presented the flow force by using computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) method, which brought a systematic
method for designing and analyzing similar valves [25].
Bossard et al. analyzed the dynamic performance of the
Target Rock Pressure Relief Valve by using Generalized
Fluid System Simulation Program (GFSSP), which would
accommodate both the fluid dynamic features of the valve
operation and the kinematic characteristics of the valve
during pressure relief valve operation [26]. -e research on
the flow field analysis of relief valve ignores the change of
flow field during the opening process of relief valve. Due to
the coupling effect of fluid of various parts, it is difficult to
get accurate results for the analysis of the local flow field
alone.

In this paper, digital relief valve will be comprehensively
analyzed from the aspects of its dynamic characteristics, flow
field distribution characteristics, and electrohydraulic cosi-
mulation analysis.

2. Mathematical and Simulation Models

To improve the dynamic performance of relief valve, this
paper adopts a digital control scheme using a linear stepping
motor to regulate the working pressure based on pilot-
operated relief valve [20]. -e structure and principle of the
digital relief valve are shown in Figure 1.

p is inlet pressure of main valve; p1 is inlet pressure of
pilot valve; p2 is pressure of main valve upper cavity; Ax is
the area of pilot valve seat hole;A1 is area of main valve lower
cavity; A2 is area of main valve upper cavity; q is flow rate of

relief valve; q1 is flow rate of pilot valve damping hole; q2 is
flow rate of main valve upper cavity; V0 is volume of main
valve inlet cavity; V1 is volume of pilot valve front cavity; V2
is volume of main valve upper cavity; M is mass of main
valve-core; m is mass of pilot valve-core; x is displacement of
pilot valve-core; y is displacement of main valve-core.

-e principle control diagram of digital relief valve is
shown in Figure 1(a), where the working pressure can be
obtained in real time through the pressure sensor at the inlet
of relief valve. By comparing the actual pressure with the
preset pressure, the controller obtains the mathematical
relationship between linear stepping increment of linear
stepping motor, spring preload of pilot valve, and the inlet
pressure of main valve. According to the results of pressure
comparison, the rotation and step number of the stepping
motor are controlled by the driving circuit to change the
precompression of pilot valve spring, and then the pre-
compression force of the spring is adjusted to realize the
real-time dynamic pressure regulation. -e structure dia-
gram of the digital relief valve is shown in Figure 1(b), and
relief valve is composed of main valve and pilot valve.

2.1. Mathematical Model of Relief Valve. As is shown in
Figure 1(a), the dynamic mathematical model of relief valve
is established based on the two basic principles of force
balance and flow continuity. -e mathematical model is
described by the following equations. -e force balance
equation of pilot valve-core is shown in

p1Ax � m
d2x
dt

2 + Bx

dx

dt
+ Kx x0 + x(  + Ksxx, (1)

where p1 is inlet pressure of pilot valve; Ax is the area of pilot
valve seat hole; m is mass of pilot valve-core; x is dis-
placement of pilot valve-core; Bx is kinematic viscous
damping coefficient of pilot valve-core; Kx is spring stiffness
of pilot valve; x0 is precompression of pilot valve spring; Ksx

is hydrodynamic force stiffness of pilot valve port.
-e flow continuity equations of pilot valve are

q1 + q2 �
V1

E

dp1

dt
+ Kqxx + Kcxp1,

q1 � G1 p − p1( ,

(2)

where q1 is flow rate of pilot valve damping hole; G1 is liquid
guide of pilot valve damping hole; p is inlet pressure of main
valve; q2 is flow rate of main valve upper cavity; V1 is volume
of pilot valve front cavity; E is elastic modulus of emulsion;
Kqx is flow gain of pilot valve port; Kcx is pressure-flow gain
of pilot valve port.

-e force balance equation of the main valve-core is

pA1 − p2A2 � M
d2y
dt

2 + By

dy

dt
+ Ky yo + y(  + Ksyy, (3)

where p2 is pressure of main valve upper cavity; A1 is area of
main valve lower cavity; A2 is area of main valve upper
cavity; M is mass of main valve-core; y is displacement of
main valve-core; By is kinematic viscous damping coefficient
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of main valve-core; Ky is spring stiffness of main valve; yo is
precompression of main valve spring; Ksxis hydrodynamic
force stiffness of main valve port.

-e flow continuity equations of main valve are

q � q1 + Kqyy + Kcyp +
V0

E

dp

dt
+ A1

dy

dt
,

q2 � G2 p2 − p1(  � A2
dy

dt
−

V2

E

dp2

dt
,

(4)

where q is flow rate of relief valve; V0 is volume of main valve
inlet cavity; Kqy is flow gain of main valve port; Kcy is
pressure-flow gain of pilot valve port; G2 is liquid guide of
main valve damping hole; V2 is volume of main valve upper
cavity.

In order to draw the control block diagram for Simulink
simulation, the above equations are Laplace-transformed,
and the following equations are thus obtained:

x(s) �
1

ms
2

+ Bxs + Kx + Ksx

p1(s)Ax − Kxx0 , (5)

p1(s) �
1

V1/E( s + G1 + Kcx

· G1p(s) − Kqxx(s) + G2p2(s) − G2p1(s) ,

(6)

y(s) �
1

Ms
2

+ Bys + Ky + Ksy

· p(s)A1 − p2(s)A2 − Kyy0 ,

(7)

p(s) �
1

Kcy + V0/E( s
q(s) − G1p(s) + G1p1(s)

− Kqy + A1s y(s),

(8)

p2(s) �
1

G2 + V2/E( s
A2sy(s) + G2p1(s) . (9)

According to equations 5–9, the control block diagram
of relief valve as shown in Figure 2 is obtained.

2.2. Establishment of the Simulation Model

2.2.1. AMESim Simulation Model. -e dynamic character-
istics of the relief valve refer to the working characteristics of
the relief valve in the process from initial pressure to stable
pressure when the pressure of valve orifice changes abruptly.
-e dynamic characteristics of relief valves are usually
measured by pressure overshoot and pressure stabilization
time.

To ensure the rationality of the structural parameters of
relief valve, the physical structure simulation model of relief
valve is built, using AMESim. -e influences of important
structural parameters of relief valve on its dynamic char-
acteristics are analyzed and studied. According to the
working principle of the hydraulic loading system and the
structure of pilot-operated relief valve, AMESim simulation
model of the hydraulic loading system is shown in Figure 3.

-e motor connected to the variable displacement bi-
directional hydraulic pump replaces the output shaft of the
transmission system to test the load characteristics. -e
loading hydraulic pump is an oblique-axis bidirectional
variable piston hydraulic pump, which can not only realize
bidirectional loading but also expand the loading range. -e
emulsion is used as a driving medium. Because the actual
working environment of relief valve is more complex, the
main purpose of AMESim simulation is to analyze whether
the designed relief valve structure can operate normally and
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Figure 1: Structure and principle diagram of digital relief valve. (a) Principle control diagram. (b) Structure diagram.
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to study the influence of themain structural parameters on the
performance of relief valve. -erefore, the following simpli-
fications and assumptions are made in the simulation to avoid
the interference of redundant factors: (1) -e bulk modulus
and absolute viscosity of emulsion are constant. (2) -e
emulsion is an incompressible fluid, and its density is inde-
pendent of temperature. (3)-e components are ideal devices,
and there is no leakage. (4) Cavitation is not considered.

2.2.2. Flow Field Simulation Model. To study the internal
flow field distribution of relief valve during its working
process, the flow field model of relief valve is established by
using the analysis method of computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) and PumpLinx software.-e distributions of pressure,
velocity, and turbulent kinetic energy in the opening process

and steady state of the relief valve are simulated and analyzed.
-e structural parameters affecting the performance and
reliability of the relief valve are obtained directly through the
internal cloud chart and streamline chart.

In this paper, Pro/E is used to build the models of the
relief valve cavity, main valve, and pilot valve. -e cavity part
is cut along the X-O-Y plane, and the model of the relief valve
cavity is obtained as shown in Figure 4.-emodel of the relief
valve cavity is imported into PumpLinx to establish the flow
field simulation model. -e relief valve model consists of a
pilot valve, main valve, and pipelines on both sides. -ere are
more interactive surfaces in the model; therefore a new in-
teractive surface needs to be established. Interactive surfaces
in the relief valve model are shown in Figure 5.

In Figure 5, 1 is inlet cavity and left side pipeline; 2 is
main valve cavity and main valve piston surface; 3 is left side
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Figure 2: Control block diagram of relief valve.
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Figure 3: AMESim simulation model of hydraulic loading system.
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pipeline and pilot valve inlet cavity; 4 is pilot valve cavity and
main valve upper cavity; 5 is pilot valve cavity and pilot valve
body inlet cavity; 6 is pilot valve body surface and pilot valve
cavity; 7 is pilot valve cavity and right side pipeline; 8 is right
side pipeline and main valve cavity.

2.2.3. Cosimulation Model. -e digital relief valve mainly
includes a control system and a physical structure. To obtain
the accurate working characteristics of digital relief valve,

this paper builds a physical model by using AMESim
software and establishes the digital control system of relief
valve by using Simulink which has advantages in digital
control and digital signal processing. -e cosimulation is
realized through the data interface of AMESim to Simulink.
-e digital relief valve can dynamically adjust the pressure of
the system by the loading system controller to realize dy-
namic regulation of the load and simulate the load of actual
working conditions, so as to obtain dynamic characteristics
of digital relief valve in actual working conditions.

-is article adopts linear stepping motor, whose pa-
rameters are shown in Table 1. It is directly connected with
pilot valve pressure-regulating spring, and the increment of
the stepping motor can directly control the precompression
of pilot valve pressure-regulating spring, thereby changing
the spring pretightening force. In the model, the stepping
motor is assumed to be in an ideal working state, so a
detailed mathematical model or structural model of the
stepper motor is not established, and only the motor step
length is used as the gain. Since the pressure-regulating
spring parameters in AMESim model do not include
precompression, the stiffness of the pressure-regulating
spring is added to the gain module of stepping motor to
calculate the pretightening force of the pressure-regulating
spring.

-erefore, the gain of stepping motor gm is

gm � λ · Kx, (10)

where λ is the step of stepping motor; Kx is the spring
stiffness of pilot valve.

-en, according to equation (10), the calculated motor
pulse gain is 0.143N.

PID parameter setting method adopts the engineering
tuning method, which mainly relies on engineering expe-
rience and is carried out directly in the experiment of the
control system.-is method is simple and easy to master, so
it is widely used in engineering practice. -erefore, the
proportional coefficient, integral coefficient, and differential
coefficient are 60, 30, and 2, respectively.

-e cosimulation model of digital relief valve in hy-
draulic loading system is shown in Figure 6.

Digital relief valve is used to control the pressure of the
hydraulic loading system. -e pressure value is measured by
pressure sensor. -e pressure value is imported into
Simulink control subsystem, and increment of the step
motor obtained by Simulink is imported into pilot valve
model; thus, the cosimulation realizes the pressure regula-
tion of digital relief valve and accurately controls the
pressure value of the hydraulic loading system. For Simulink
control model, the input variable is the pressure value of the
hydraulic loading system, and the output variable is the
increment of the step motor.

2.3. Initial Structural Parameters of Relief Valve. In this
paper, the large flow digital relief valve is designed and
analyzed. -e rated pressure is 45MPa and the rated flow is
1000 L/min, with emulsion density of 890 kg/m3 and
emulsion dynamic viscosity of 0.792×10−3 Pa·s. According

Figure 4: Model of relief valve cavity.
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Figure 5: Interactive surfaces in relief valve model.
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to structural design and characteristic analysis, the initial
structural parameters of relief valve are as shown in Table 2.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Dynamic Characteristic Analysis Based on AMESim.
For the relief valve applied to the emulsion pumping station,
the influence of different structural parameters on the
working characteristics of relief valve is obtained by AMESim
[20]. -is paper mainly focuses on working characteristics of
the relief valve applied to the hydraulic loading system.
Assuming that the mechanical efficiency of the variable pump
is not taken into account, the dynamic characteristic curves
are obtained by AMESim simulation, as is shown in Figure 7,
based on the established model built in Figure 3.

As can be seen from Figure 7(a), the inlet pressure of
main valve reaches 29.1MPa instantaneously at the initial
stage of opening, and then the rate of growth slows down.
-e front cavity pressure of pilot valve increases slowly, and
the peak pressure is up to 42.95MPa at 10.32ms. -e peak
inlet pressure of main valve is up to 46.87MPa at 10.02ms
and then gradually reaches a steady state. -e opening times
interval between pilot valve-core and main valve-core is
short, indicating that relief valve works well.-e steady-state

inlet pressure of pilot valve is 38.90MPa at 17.90ms, and the
steady-state inlet pressure of main valve is 45MPa at
18.70ms. -e pressure overshoots are, respectively, 10.41%
and 4.16%. It can be seen from Figure 7(b) that the change
law of driving torque of variable pump is similar to that of
inlet pressure of relief valve; therefore, the characteristics of
relief valve directly determine the working characteristics of
hydraulic loading system.

Table 1: Basic parameters of stepping motor.

Item Screw diameter (mm) Lead (mm) Step angle (°) Step (mm)
Value 8 2 1.8 0.01

Digital relief valve

Pressure
sensor Pilot valve

Main valve

Displacement
AMESim-Simulation

standard
interface

Pressure

(a)

60
Proportion

Integral Integrator

Derivative Derivator
2

30Pressure + ++
+– 1/s 0.143

Motor Scope

du/dt

Displacement AMESim:
co_system_

S-Function

(b)

Figure 6: Cosimulation model of digital relief valve. (a) AMESim model of digital relief valve. (b) Simulink control model.

Table 2: Initial structural parameters of relief valve.

Structural parameter Value
Mass of pilot valve-core 0.01 kg
Mass of main valve-core 0.06 kg
Diameter of pilot valve seat hole 3.8mm
Diameter of main valve seat hole 48mm
Diameter of pilot valve damping hole 1.2mm
Diameter of main valve damping hole 1.2mm
Diameter of pilot valve-core 5mm
Diameter of main valve-core 49mm
Stiffness of pilot valve spring 14.3N/mm
Stiffness of main valve spring 9.0N/mm
Length of pilot valve damping hole 12mm
Length of main valve damping hole 12mm
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3.1.1. Influence of Pilot Valve Spring on Dynamic
Characteristics. -e spring stiffness of pilot valve is changed
and other structural parameters are kept unchanged. -e
inlet pressures of main valve and pilot valve are obtained, as
is shown in Figure 8. -e dynamic response indexes are
shown in Figure 9.

It can be seen from the simulation results that the in-
crease in the spring stiffness of pilot valve causes the preload
force acting on pilot valve-core, and the steady-state pressure
of relief valve increases accordingly. When the spring
stiffness of pilot valve increases, the time to reach stable state
is shortened, the pressure overshoot of relief valve decreases
obviously, the steady pressure of relief valve is improved, and
the time of dynamic response is shortened.

3.1.2. Influence of Main Valve Spring on Dynamic
Characteristics. -e spring stiffness of main valve is changed
and other structural parameters are kept unchanged. -e
inlet pressures of main valve and pilot valve are obtained, as
is shown in Figure 10, and the dynamic response indexes are
shown in Figure 11.

It can be seen from the simulation results that the change
of main valve spring stiffness has little influence on the
dynamic response indexes, because the spring of main valve
mainly plays a resetting role. -e steady-state pressure of
main valve and pilot valve increases with the increase of
main valve spring stiffness. -e pressure overshoot of main
valve and pilot valve decreases with the increase of main
valve spring stiffness, and the overshoot of pilot valve is
larger than that of main valve. However, the change of main
valve spring stiffness has little influence on the time to reach
stable state.

3.1.3. Influence of Pilot Valve-Core Mass on Dynamic
Characteristics. Pilot valve-core mass is changed and other
structural parameters are kept unchanged. -e inlet pres-
sures of main valve and pilot valve are obtained, as is shown

in Figure 12, and the dynamic response indexes are shown in
Figure 13.

It can be seen from the simulation results that the change
of pilot valve-core mass has no influence on the steady-state
pressure of main valve and pilot valve. But pilot valve-core
mass has a great influence on the time to reach stable state.
According to the local enlargement diagram in Figures 12
and 13, it can be seen that the pressure overshoot of pilot
valve and main valve increases with the increase of pilot
valve-core mass. When the mass of the valve-core increases,
the time to reach stable state is prolonged due to the increase
of the number of oscillations.

3.1.4. Influence of Main Valve-Core Mass on Dynamic
Characteristics. Main valve-core mass is changed and other
structural parameters are kept unchanged. -e inlet pres-
sures of main valve and pilot valve are obtained, as is shown
in Figure 14, and the dynamic response indexes are shown in
Figure 15.

It can be seen from the simulation results that the change
of main valve-core mass has little influence on the steady-
state pressure and overshoot of main valve and pilot valve.
According to the local enlargement diagrams in Figures 14
and 15, it can be seen that the pressure overshoot of main
valve increases when pilot valve-core mass increases to
0.08 kg. When main valve-core mass increases to a certain
value, the inlet pressure of main valve begins to oscillate, and
the oscillation slows down with time and finally tends to be
stable, which leads to the increase of overshoot and the time
to reach stable state, but the stable state pressure does not
change.

3.1.5. Influence of Damping Holes on Dynamic
Characteristics. As is shown in Figure 1(b), relief valve
includes two long and thin damping holes, namely, pilot
valve damping hole and main valve damping hole. -e
pressure drop is generated by the throttling effect of the
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Figure 7: Dynamic characteristic curves. (a) Inlet pressure of relief valve. (b) Driving torque of variable pump.
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damping holes to realize the relief function. In this paper, the
influences of the diameter and length of two damping holes
on the dynamic characteristics of relief valve are compared
and analyzed.

(1) Influence of Damping Holes Diameter. -e diameter of
main valve damping hole is equal to that of pilot valve; the
diameter of damping holes is changed and other structural
parameters are kept unchanged. -e inlet pressures of main
valve and pilot valve are obtained as shown in Figure 16, and
the dynamic response indexes are shown in Figure 17.

It can be seen from the simulation results that the di-
ameter of damping holes has obvious influence on the

dynamic response indexes.-e steady-state pressure of main
valve and pilot valve increases with the increase of damping
holes diameter, and the time to reach stable state decreases
gradually. -e pressure overshoot of pilot valve decreases
with the increase of damping holes diameter, but the
overshoot of main valve increases with the increase of
damping holes diameter.

(2) Influence of Damping Holes Length. -e length of main
valve damping hole is equal to that of pilot valve; the length
of damping holes is changed and other structural parameters
are kept unchanged. -e inlet pressures of main valve and
pilot valve are obtained as shown in Figure 18, and the
dynamic response indexes are shown in Figure 19.

It can be seen from the simulation results that the steady-
state pressure of main valve and pilot valve decreases with
the increase of damping holes length. -e pressure over-
shoot of pilot valve and main valve decreases with the in-
crease of damping holes length, but the time to reach stable
state increases with the increase of damping holes length.

3.2. Structural Optimization. According to the simulation
analysis of structural characteristics and the analysis of
factors influencing the dynamic response characteristics, the
initial structure of relief valve is optimized to improve the
dynamic response. -e optimized structural parameters of
relief valve are shown in Table 3.

-e optimized structural parameters of relief valve are
simulated and analyzed, and the comparison between initial
results and optimized results is shown in Figure 20.
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As can be seen from Figure 20, after optimizing the
structural parameters of relief valve, the steady-state inlet
pressure of relief valve is 45MPa at 13.50ms, and the time to
reach stable state is shortened by 5.2ms. -e pressure
overshoot of relief valve is 2.27%, decreasing by 1.89%.

3.3. Dynamic Characteristic Analysis Based on Simulink.
According to the control block diagram of relief valve shown
in Figure 2 and the optimized structure parameters, the
Simulink simulation model of relief valve is established by
using Simulink, and the dynamic response curves of pilot
valve and main valve are obtained by calculation in
Figure 21.

In this paper, the dynamic response simulation of relief
valve is completed based on its physical structure parameters
by AMESim, and the simulation of relief valve characteristics
is based on relief valve mathematical model by MATLAB/
Simulink. -erefore, the simulation results are different. But
it can be seen from Figure 21 that the time to reach stable
state is short, the vibration frequency of main valve is less,
and the stable inlet pressure is consistent with the AMESim
simulation results in Figure 20. -erefore, relief valve has
good dynamic response characteristics. At the same time, the
comparison of the two simulation results verifies that relief
valve has good working characteristics.

3.4. Flow Field Analysis

3.4.1. Influencing Factors of Flow Field

(1) Chamfer of Pilot Valve Seat Hole. -e chamfer of pilot
valve seat hole is changed under the same constraints and
other structural parameters, and the simulation is carried
out separately.-e pressure distribution near pilot valve seat
hole under stable condition is obtained, as is shown in
Figure 22.

As can be seen from Figure 22, when pilot valve is just
opened, there is a local low pressure area at the corner of
pilot valve seat hole, which is prone to cavitation and affects
the opening performance of pilot valve. -e pressure at the
corner of pilot valve seat hole without chamfer is the lowest.
When the chamfer of pilot valve seat hole is 20 degrees, there
is a circular low-pressure area behind the two sides of pilot
valve-core, which easily generates eddy current; therefore
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the energy dissipation increases and the fluctuation of pilot
valve-core also increases. When the chamfer of pilot valve
seat hole is 45 degrees, the pressure distribution around pilot
valve-core is well distributed; therefore, the working per-
formance is better.

(2) Chamfer of Pilot Valve Damping Hole. -e chamfer of
pilot valve damping hole is changed under the same con-
straints and other structural parameters, and the simulation
is carried out separately. -e pressure distribution near

damping hole under stable condition is obtained, as is shown
in Figure 23.

As can be seen from Figure 23, when the damping hole is
not chamfered, the pressure distribution at the damping hole
is uniform and parallel, and there is no obvious low-pressure
area. When the chamfer of pilot valve damping hole is 45
degrees, a sharp angle appears in the pressure distribution of
the damping hole, the pressure in the middle of the hole is
high, and the pressure on both sides is low; therefore,
cavitation is easy to occur on both sides. When the chamfer
of pilot valve damping hole is arc, the pressure in the area
near the damping hole is curved and protruding outwards,
and the pressure at the hole varies sharply, but the low-
pressure area on both sides of the damping hole is small.

(3) Chamfer of Main Valve Seat Hole. -e chamfer of main
valve seat hole is changed under the same constraints and
other structural parameters, and the simulation is carried
out separately.

-e pressure distribution near main valve seat hole
under stable condition is obtained, as is shown in Figure 24.

As can be seen from Figure 24, when relief valve is in a
stable state, there are different low-pressure areas above the
valve seat hole.-e low-pressure area of main valve seat hole
with 45-degree chamfer is the largest, which is prone to
cavitation. When the chamfer of main valve seat hole is 30
degrees, the pressure drop distribution is the smoothest;
therefore, the valve has the best performance. When the
chamfers of main valve seat hole are 45 degrees and arc, the
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pressure change areas at the valve seat hole are triangular
and the pressure distributions are dense, and there are local
high-pressure zones on the wall below the valve seat holes,
easy to cause cavitation damage on the wall.

(4) Chamfer of Main Valve Damping Hole. -e chamfer of
main valve damping hole is changed under the same con-
straints and other structural parameters, and the simulation
is carried out separately.

-e pressure distribution near main valve damping hole
under stable condition is obtained, as is shown in Figure 25.

As can be seen from Figure 25, when main valve
damping hole is not chamfered, the orifice pressure at main
valve damping hole distributes uniformly, and there is no
obvious pressure stratification area. When the chamfer of
main valve damping hole is 45 degrees, there are obvious
low-pressure areas on both sides of the damping hole, and
the pressure at the central part of main valve damping hole is
higher; therefore, cavitation and eddy current are easy to
occur at main valve damping hole. When the chamfer of
main valve damping hole is arc, the pressure near the
damping hole is layered uniformly, and there is no obvious
low-pressure area.

3.4.2. Optimization of Internal Structure. -rough the
analysis of the influencing factors of the overall flow field of
relief valve, the internal structure of relief valve is deter-
mined as shown in Table 4.

Figure 26 shows the flow field distribution of X-O-Y
section under the steady state of relief valve.

From the simulation results, it can be seen that the
pressure distribution of relief valve is uniform, the high
pressure zone is from main valve inlet cavity to pilot valve
damping hole, and the pressure change is intensive at main
valve outlet; the streamline of main valve lower cavity and
piston surface to the outlet is uniform, with no obvious eddy
flow area.-e flow velocity at main valve outlet is the fastest,
with obvious jet region, and the turbulent kinetic energy at
the valve port is the largest. -e oil on the piston surface of
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Figure 14: Influence of main valve-core mass on pressure.
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main valve converges that under the outlet chamber, and the
two streamlines intersect, where the turbulent kinetic energy
is larger. -erefore, the structure of relief valve meets the
requirements of operation, and the structure scheme is
reasonable and feasible.

3.5. Cosimulation of Digital Relief Valve. -e physical
structure and control model of digital relief valve are jointly
simulated, and the cosimulation result of digital relief valve
is obtained.-e results of AMESim simulation and Simulink

simulation obtained above are compared with the cosi-
mulation result, as is shown in Figure 27.

As can be seen from Figure 27, compared with the
dynamic characteristics results simulated by AMESim and
Simulink separately, the time in the cosimulation result to
reach stable state is 9.07ms due to the adoption of the
digital control system, which is significantly shortened with
no pressure overshoot. It shows that the designed digital
relief valve can quickly and stably meet working require-
ments. When the actual pressure detected by the control
system is different from the setting pressure, the pre-
tightening force of relief valve regulating spring is changed
by adjusting the pulse number of the stepper motor. -us,
the pressure of relief valve is adjusted, and then the pressure
of relief valve will fluctuate in a zigzag form. -e pressure
fluctuation is gradually reduced and finally tends to be
stable due to the function of Proportional-Integral-De-
rivative (PID) controller. -e cosimulation result of digital
relief valve is closer to its actual working characteristics;
therefore, the method of AMESim and Simulink cosimu-
lation is feasible and effective.

-e working pressure of the digital relief valve is changed
and other parameters are kept unchanged. -e hydraulic
system is simulated, and the cosimulation results of the
digital relief valve are shown in Figure 28(a). -e flow of the
hydraulic system is changed by adjusting the displacement of
the variable pump, and then, through the simulation, the
working pressures of digital relief valve under different flows
are shown in Figure 28(b).
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Table 3: Optimized structural parameters of relief valve.

Structural parameter Initial value Optimized value
Stiffness of pilot valve spring (N/mm) 14.3 14.4
Stiffness of main valve spring (N/mm) 9.038 9.3
Diameter of pilot valve damping hole (mm) 1.2 1.4
Diameter of main valve damping hole (mm) 1.2 1.4
Length of pilot valve damping hole (mm) 14.4 12
Length of main valve damping hole (mm) 14.4 12
Note: the remaining structural parameters are consistent with the initial parameters in Table 2.
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As can be seen from Figure 28(a), when the working
pressure increases, the pressure oscillation amplitude at the
start-up moment decreases, the response speed of the digital
relief valve increases, the fluctuation with zigzag form
amplitude increases, and the oscillation period shortens;
thus, the time to reach the stable state is shortened. As can be

seen from Figure 28(b), the change of flow has little influence
on the response speed of digital relief valve. But the working
pressure of digital relief valve increases with the increase of
flow, and the amplitude of pressure oscillation generated at
the moment of start-up increases; thus, the hydraulic impact
of the system increases.
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Figure 22: Pressure distribution near pilot valve seat hole under stable condition. (a)Without chamfer. (b) 20-degree chamfer. (c) 45-degree
chamfer. (d) Arc chamfer.
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-e developed digital emulsion relief valve is installed on
high-pressure large flow emulsion pump, as is shown in Fig-
ure 29. -e test system includes mechanical system, hydraulic
system, data acquisition, and analysis system,which can carry out

pressure-regulating range, pressure loss test, opening and closing
characteristic test, and dynamic response characteristic test.

-rough the cosimulation of hydraulic system under
working conditions of different pressures and flows, the
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Figure 23: Pressure distribution near damping hole under stable condition. (a) Without chamfer. (b) 45-degree chamfer. (c) Arc chamfer.
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Figure 24: Pressure distribution near main valve seat hole under stable condition. (a) 30-degree chamfer. (b) 45-degree chamfer. (c) Arc chamfer.
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Figure 25: Pressure distribution near damping hole under stable condition. (a) Without chamfer. (b) 45-degree chamfer. (c) Arc chamfer.
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Table 4: Internal structure of relief valve.

No. Structural parameter Chamfer
1 Seat hole of pilot valve 45-degree chamfer
2 Seat hole of main valve 30-degree chamfer
3 Damping hole of pilot valve Without chamfer
4 Damping hole of main valve Without chamfer

Flow: Pressure [Pa]
6e + 07

101325

(a)

Turbulence: Turbulent Kinetic Energy [m2/s2]
1000

0

(b)

Flow: Velocity Magnitude [m/s]
200

0

(c)

Flow: Velocity Magnitude [m/s]
200

0

(d)

Figure 26: -e cloud charts of flow field distribution. (a) Pressure distribution. (b) Turbulent kinetic energy distribution. (c) Velocity
distribution. (d) Velocity streamline diagram.
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influence of working pressure and system flow on the
performance of digital relief valve is analyzed.-e analysis
shows that the control system of digital relief valve can
improve the working characteristics of relief valve, and, in
actual working environment, digital relief valve can adjust
working pressure in time. -e digital relief valve meets
working requirements, with good dynamic characteris-
tics. -rough test analysis, the response time of pressure
regulation is short, with good flow rate and pressure
stability, which verifies the correctness of relief valve
design.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, the dynamic and flow field characteristics of
large flow emulsion digital relief valve were analyzed.
Meanwhile, the research of electrohydraulic cosimulation of
digital relief valve was carried out. -e theoretical basis for
the structural design of relief valve was provided.

-e analysis results obtained by AMESim simulation
showed that spring stiffness, core mass, diameter, and length
of damping hole are the main structural parameters affecting
working characteristic. By analyzing the optimized structure
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Figure 28: Pressure curves of digital relief valve. (a) Under different working pressure. (b) Under different working flow.

Figure 29: -e physical structure of relief valve.
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model, the time to reach stability reduced by 27.8% and the
pressure overshoot decreased by 45.5% when compared to
the results before optimization.-e analysis results obtained
by Simulink simulation also showed that relief valve had
good performance.

-e flow field analysis of relief valve was carried out by
using PumpLinx. Considering the transient and stable state
of relief valve, the influences of different structural features
on the field distribution and the overall dynamic perfor-
mance are compared and analyzed.-e results show that the
flow field distribution and the overall dynamic performance
of digital relief valve are more reasonable when the damping
holes of main valve and pilot valve are not chamfered, with
the chamfer of pilot valve seat hole of 45 degrees and the
chamfer of pilot valve seat hole of 30 degrees.

-e digital relief valve was analyzed by AMESim-
Simulink cosimulation. -e results show that the dynamic
working characteristics of relief valve can be improved by the
digital control system. Under different working pressures
and flows, the time to reach stable state is shorter, and the
pressure overshoot is zero. -erefore, it has good working
characteristics of real-time dynamic pressure regulation, and
the correctness of the relief valve design is verified by test
analysis. However, the parameters of control system also
play a vital role in the performance of digital relief valve;
therefore, its optimization will be the next important re-
search work.
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CFD: Computational fluid dynamics
PID: Proportional-integral-derivative
p1: Inlet pressure of pilot valve
Ax: -e area of pilot valve seat hole
m: Mass of pilot valve-core
Bx: Kinematic viscous damping coefficient of pilot valve-

core
Kx: Spring stiffness of pilot valve
x0: Precompression of pilot valve spring
Ksx: Hydrodynamic force stiffness of pilot valve port
q1: Flow rate of pilot valve damping hole
G1: Liquid guide of pilot valve damping hole
p: Inlet pressure of main valve
q2: Flow rate of main valve upper cavity
V1: Volume of pilot valve front cavity
E: Elastic modulus of emulsion
Kqx: Flow gain of pilot valve port
Kcx: Pressure-flow gain of pilot valve port
p2: Pressure of main valve upper cavity
A1: Area of main valve lower cavity
A2: Area of main valve upper cavity
M: Mass of main valve-core
y: Displacement of main valve-core
By: Kinematic viscous damping coefficient of main valve-

core
Ky: Spring stiffness of main valve
y0: Precompression of main valve spring
Ksx: Hydrodynamic force stiffness of main valve port
q: Flow rate of relief valve

V0: Volume of main valve inlet cavity
Kqy: Flow gain of main valve port
Kcy: Pressure-flow gain of pilot valve port
G2: Liquid guide of main valve damping hole
V2: Volume of main valve upper cavity
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λ: Step of stepping motor.
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